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Indigenous Responses to the Imposition of Colonial Law: 
The Case of the Kuria People of Tanzania* 

B.A. Rwezaura** 

Introduction 
This paper aims at contributing to the discussion and research on the imposition 

of an aUen legal system upon an indigenous population in a third world cotmtry. Col
onial state law as opposed to traditional law was by its nature an imposition aimed at 
regulating the social relations of a particular population over which that state enet-
cized power. Although state law is onen necessary m order to bring about rapid 
social change, its effectiveness depends upon many factors. For example, it depends 
upon the particular sphere of social relations which state law seeks to regulate, 
whether that sphere touches on a matter considered vital by the population and 
whether economic factors operate to hinder or faciUtate the effective operation of 
specific legal rule. Thus, whenever state law seeks to prohibit or regulate behaviour 
which is deeply intemaUzed and based on many generations of habitual compUance 
the impact of such imposed law is likely to be very small. As noted by Moore, 
although new legislation is often passed with the intention of altering the going social 
arrangements in specified ways, those social arrangements are often effectively 
stronger than the new laws.^ 

Yet colonial state law, broadly defined, has a good chance of success because it 
did not aim at smaU scale interventions; rather, it aimed at completely alteriiig the 
socio-economic conditions tmder which various traditional laws operated. This 
function of the law, as Fitzpatrick has argued, aimed at mtegrating the overaU colo
nial social formation into the wider economy of the metropoUtan state.^ 

The discussion of the Kuria response to the imposition of colonial state law will 
start from this broad function of the law. Moreover, colonial state law wiU be broadly 
defined as constituting the positive laws made by the imperial legislature, administra
tive regulations, judicial pronouncements and other form^of regulatory mechanisms 
devised to faciUtate effective colonial administration.^ 

The paper discusses the attempts by the colonial state to regulate Kuria mar
riage payments and how the Kuria responded to this measure. In order to place the 
reasons underlying this response in their proper context, the first part of this paper 
provides an outline of the Kuria traditional social and economic system. The second 
and third parts describe the colonial occupation of Tarime district, the measures 
devised to regulate marriage payments and the response of the Kuria people to these 
measures. The fourth part discusses the reasons underlying the specific Kuria 

•Paper prepared for the Canberra Law Workshop VU, Ugal Pluralism and Comparative 
Law, September 1984. Department of Law, Research School of Social Science (ANU) 
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response. Finally, some general conclusions are drawn from the paper and areas 
from further works are suggested. 

The Social and Economic Organization of the Kuria 
Field research among the Kuria people between August 1979 and February 1980 

provided the following information. ITie Tanzania section of the Kuria people 
resides in the Tarime district located in the North-Eastem tip of mainland Tan
zania, east of Lake Victoria. They number about 100 thousand and their main 
jconofflic activity is agriculture and anunal husbandry. The Kuria were traditionally 
a male dominated society. A typical pre-colonial Kuria household was headed by a 
man — an elder — who had under his control a number of dependents of which the 
majority were wives and children. He had control over the allocation and use of land 
and hvestock and represented his household at higher levels of the clan. The leader
ship of the clans was also dominated by men and elders. Generally, from the level of 
the clan to that of the household, men and elders played a leading role in directing 
the economic, social and religious affairs of the Kuria people. This dominance of the 
men accounts, as will be shown later, for the leading role men played in initiating and 
directing the Kiuia response to the imposition of colonial law. 

The maintenance of junior-elder relations, was buttressed py a strong 
pre-capitahst ideology which translated as well as masked every form of economic 
and social relation into kinship relations. Through various forms of economic 
exchange, kinship relations were created and maintained by continued reciprocal 
transfer of property and services. Kinship relations also provided a framework 
through which production and economic exchange was realized. Specific to the Kuria 
people was the elders' monopoUstic control over Uvestock. The control of cattle ena
bled the elders to determine the circulation of marriageable women enabled the 
elders to keep the junior men bound to them. Both sides were well aware that relative 
economic autonomy could be realized through marriage and having children. Mar
riage enabled the juniors to detach themselves from the control of elders and, lat -, 
to become elders themselves. 

Women were vital for the survival of the Kuria social order. For women, and 
livestock, were the means by which the strategies of men were realized. The Kuria 
social system was organized in such a way that women were obhged to attach them
selves to men through whom they gained access to land and to legal and ritual protec
tion. A woman in Kuria society had status only as a married woman and, if widowed, 
she was expected to submit to the protection of her sons of her deceased husband's 
kinsmen under a system of levirate. There was no room, therefore, for an indepen
dent woman or a spinster. 

Imposition orColonial Rule 
Following the signing of the Anglo—German agreement o.f 1890, Tanganyika, 

then known as German East Africa, came under Gentian rule. During the next two 
decades, German colonial govemment proceeded to cxinsohdaic its mk- througliout 
the colony. A number of mihtary expeditions were sent to break resistance by the 
local people to German occupation. Hence, German soldiers set out "methodicaiiy 
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round the country deahng with African leaders in tum". Ruel gives a vivid account 
of how the Germans conquered the Kuria clans, on their arrival in Kuria country. He 
narrates how the German army attacked and raided the Basweta, Batimbam, 
Banyabasi, Bakira, Barenchoka and Basuba clans.^ After conquering the district, 
the Germans appointed auxihary staff to assist in the recmitment of local labour, the 
levying of tax and the imposition of fines on those who disobeyed their law. Chiefs 
and headmen were appointed to perform these functions. Thus, although the Kuria 
people did not recognize chieftaincy, chiefs were nonetheless imposed on them. The 
appointees were mainly people who had co-operated with the Germans in a variety 
of ways such as offering their canoes to be used by the Germans, or otherwise offer
ing their services. 

The Gennan colonial period lasted for two decades during which the permans 
had to put up with considerable resistance from the local people. Even some of the 
chiefs failed to implement German directives and were severely punished. Indeed, 
some, such as the chief of the Butimbam, were summarily executed in the presence 
of their people.^ 

The Germans lost control over German East Africa at the end of the Second 
Worid War. When the news of their defeat reached Kurialand, the first step the 
people took was to depose the chiefs who had been imposed on them and to reinstate 
the traditional leaders who had been operating underground since their deposition. 
Unfortunately, when the British assumed power in the district they reinstate the 
chiefs, but again there was stiff resistance from the Kuria people. Finally, an under
standing was reached whereby the newly appointed chiefs would share power with 
the traditional leaders and this calmed down the situation. 

Between 1917 and 1921, the Kuria people were mled by a British appointed 
Paramount Chief, an ex-sergeant major of the Kings's African Rifles, named 
Mageta of Busweta. The office of the Paramount Chief was later aboUshed followmg 
a rising of the Batimbam clan who opposed Mageta's attempts to give their lands 
away to another clan; thereafter, each chief was allowed to mle his own people, until 
1925, when the Kuria Federation was formed. The latter was a more flexible and 
looser stmcture which permitted each chief to govem liis area but.was expected to sit 
on a Federated Native Court. In 1929, when the policy of Indirect Rule was intro
duced formally, Tarime district had a total of 23 chiefs divided into three federa
tions.^ 

All the chiefs sat on the Native Council which had power to pass Orders and 
Rules under the Native Authority Ordmance of 1926. The chiefs also exercized jud
icial powers as magistrates in their own chiefdoms. They presided over Chiefs 
Baraza Courts, estabUshed undpr the Native Courts Ordinance of 1929. Chiefs 
Courts had jurisdiction over all Africans residing within the chiefdom and were 
empowered to apply local customary laws. Their criminal jurisdiction included 
power to hear cases involving infringements of Orders and Rules made by the Native 
Councils. Appeals from Chiefs Courts went straight to the Federation Court, The 
North Mara (later Tarime) Federation Court fell under the direct supervision of the 
British District Commissioner, whUe individual Chiefs Courts were subject to 
periodic inspection by the District Officer. Except for infonnal settlement of dis
putes undertaken by clan heads and other elders. Chiefs Courts were the only bodies 



recognized by the colonial govemment as having judicial power within the Chief
dom. The chiefs were assisted in the judicial work by assessors while headmen were 
involved in village administration. As wiU be show shortly, a number of orders 
designed to control marriage payments were enforced through the above stmcture. 

Regulation of Kuria Marriage Payments 
One of the first steps taken by the British colonial administration towards the 

regulation of Kuria family relations was to limit the amount of marriage payments. 
This measure was, however, successfully resisted by the Kiuia people. Kuria 
bridewealth was not seen as a problem of the colonial state until the m i d - 1920s when 
marriage payments went up to an average of 15 head of cattle. This was a result of a 
rise in the population of cattle resulting from a number of initiatives taken by the 
Kuria to rebuild their herds after the ravaging rinderpest outbreak of the 1890s. As 
noted by Baker, "bridewealth in pre-European days is said to have consisted of one 
food bin of grain or one goat and rose as the number of cattle in the district increased, 
to eleven, fifteen and even twenty head until 1920 when the chiefs agreed to reduce 
ittothreehead".^ 

Apart from the negative views which the colonial administration had on 
bridewealth, the specific Kuria situation was viewed in colonial circles as one which 
called for tough action intended to control the rise in the population of cattle in order 
to relate it to the carrying power of the land. In pursuance of this pohcy, a decision 
was made to promote the conservation of soil fertihty and to encourage agricultiu-al 
production (as opposed to pastoraUsm) in the Kuria highlands. Secondly, breaches 
of the peace and the Masai pastorahsts were blamed on the rising marriage pay
ments. It was beUeved that demand for bridewealth encouraged the unmarried Kuria 
men to steal hvestock from their neighbours. 

It was in the hght of these considerations that, in 1929, the British colonial gov
emment ordered chiefs to pass a regulation reducmg the amount of bridewealth from 
up to twenty head top only three head of cattle and to prescribe stiff punishments in 
cases on non-comphance. Breach of the regulations was a criminal offence carrying 
a maximum penalty of three months unprisomnent and a heavy fine of one hundred 
shillings. Both the giver and the receiver were Uable to the same punishment and 
all cattle given in excess of the prescribed number were forfeited to the Kiuia Feder
ation Treasury. 

Apart from the new reguations, veterinary mles, originally intended to reduce 
the risk of cattle infection in cases of an epidemic outbreak and the control of cattle 
thefts generally, were used to reguate the movement of bridewealth cattle. These 
niles prohibited the transfer of livestock from one area to another without the peis 
mission of the headman. Furthermore, receiving such cattle without reporting to the 
headman was also an offence. After 1930, the procedure for transferring marriage 
cattle was to drive the relevant animals to the chiefs court where they were handed 
over to the prospective father-in-law before witnesses. Each animal was registered 
individually by name and sex in a special Mahari Book kept at the court. 

Although harsh penalties were imposed on the offenders, the limitation mles 
were mostly ignored. Ruel, whose ^f"^ covered the operation of similar mles 

among the Kenyan section of the Kuria, notes that, in the Butende location, "the law 
was accepted and enforced for a few years but then brojcen down and by 1950 had 
become as it was everywhere else in Kuria country in both territories (i.e. Tan
ganyika and Kenya) a dead letter.^^ Indeed, in the Tarime district, the 1929 Regula
tion fixing the maximum number of cattle to three was amended because no one com
pUed with it and a new maximum figure of ten was substituted. Despite this adjust
ment in the number, evasion continued. This evasion took many forms. Ruel and 
Chacha^^ describe a system of transferring the excess cattie to relatives or friends 
appointed by the prospective father-in-law which was popularly used to evade the" 
rules. A second tactic involved transfer of cows with young calves or those which 
were about to calf. For cows with calves, queries by the authorities were easUy 
explained, i.e. that the young could not be separated from their mothers. The 
authorities were made to beUeve that calves would be retiuned to the owner but in 
actual fact both parties knew that they were never to be retumed. 

In order to have an idea of the extent to which the second evasion tactic was 
used, a total of 175 marriages registered at the Nyamwaga court were examined and 
it was found that 48% of the prospective husbands had tendered cattie which 
included a number of calves. Table I provides the detaUs. The last column of Table 
I shows that in one case eight out of ten cows given had calves and m the second case, 
aU the ten cows had calves. It must be pointed out traditionaUy bridewealth cattle 
consisted of a healthy mixture of cows and heifers as weU as buUs and oxen but not 
just pregnant cows or cows with calves. 

Table I : 

Number of cattle given 10 11-12 13-14 18-20 

Number of marriages 
with % in brackets 

91(52%) 31(18%) 38(7%) 2(1%) 

Source: Nyamwigura Chiefs CoiAl Register for 1955 

A third tactic devised was that fathers decided to take the unusual step of givmg 
their daughters to be married to distant husbands residing in places wlicr« the Umita-
tion mles did not exist or were less restrictive. For example, in neighbouring Kenya, 
the maximum was fixed at fifteen head of cattie and the difference between tiie two 
sections of the Kuria people acted as an incentive for some fathers to offer wives to 
their Kenyan neighbours.^'' This practice was not considered Ulegal or harmful to 
anyone, until 1949, when the Chief of Utimbam decided to forbid it claiming that too 
many women in his chiefdon were being lost to the Kenyans. He decided to enUst tiie 
support of his feUow chiefs within the Kuria Federation and an order prohibiting the 
marriage of daughters to Kenyan husbands was given formal legal status by the 
Chiefs Council. Its breach was made a punishable criminal offence. 

This regulation, Uke these before it, was widely breached. One of the early crim
inal prosecutions arising from the violation of the order was that ot one.Wataigo 



Sinyo who was found guilty of having married his daughter to a Kenyan. In another 
criminal trial, one Gake admitted to having given two of his daughters to Kenyan 
husbands. 

Although it is difficult to estimate the extent of the resistance to the bridewealth 
Umitation rules, Kuria elders agree that these rules were regularly contravened. An 
examination of case registers at Nyamwigura showed that many convictions relating 
to the breach of these rules were entered. Interviews with elder? also revealed that 
there were many more people who evaded prosecution through 'bribing' headmen 
and chiefs. As a result, the chiefs and headmen became wealthy through their power 
to enforce unpopular colonial legislation.^" 

In 1945, Cory wrote: "Rules restricting the amount of bridewealth payable have 
been issued under the Native Authority Ordinance. These rules are not followed and 
there are very few cases in which legal bridewealth is (not exceeded). "̂ ^ Chacha who 
is nimself a Kuria sunmiarized the overall Kuria response to these rules in the follow
ing words: 

For twenty-five years the colonial govemment had unsuccessfully tried to limit 
bridewealth rates in Kuria society biit there was not a single year in which the proscribed 
number was observed. Consequently, so many people were fined and others imprisoned 
and their cattle, given in exces of the limit, confiscated and handed to the local treasury 
but nonetheless contravention of these rules remained. 

It seems appropriate to analyze why the colomal state's attempts to control the 
amoung of bridewealth failed. For not only did these attempts fail in Kuria country 
but almost in all places throughout East Africa wherever they were introduced. In 
the next part, the reasons why these rules were resisted and why the resistance was 
effective will be considered. 

Reasons for the Kuria People's Response 
The questions of why the Kuria people put up resistance to the imposed law and 

why they succeeded are closely related. Therefore, they will be discussed together. 
Moore's analysis of the limits of imposed law provides a useful approach to the study 
of these two questions. She argues that "between the body pohtic and the individual, 
there are interposed various smaller organised social fields to which the individual 
'belongs'. ITiese social fields have their own customs and mles and the means of 
coercing or inducing compliance ".̂ ^ According to Moore, "the semi—autonomous 
social fielH denned and its boundaries identified not by its organisation (it may be 
•corporate group, it may not) but by a processual characteristic, the fact that it can 
generate mles and coerce or induce comphance to them".^ 

Yet, the semi-autonomous social field, which might be an extended family, a 
clan, a Uneage-neighbourhood complex or a religious conununity, is not isolated 
from the larger poUty, i.e. the state. Hence, the legal order of the semi-autonomous 
field CO-exists with the wider legal order of the state, and the two do influence one 
another. Although:,* admittedly, the larger pohty which surrounds the semi-au
tonomous sodal field is more powerful, it does not follow that its mles and decisions 
which invade the semi-autonomous social field will necessarily take over the smaller 
social field! Although it may be theoretically possible that state law.can legislate out 
of existence some traditions or customs which a given ethnic group considers impor-
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tant, this does not mean that such customs will instantly ceasg to exist. A more reaUs
tic picture is one in which there exists neither total autonomy of a smaller social field 
nor complete domination of it by the state. 

The Kuria resistance to the colonial law which aimed at hmiting marriage pay
ments provides us with a good example of a semi-autonomous social field at work. 
The system of bridewealth, as noted earher, was already deeply extrenched in the 
Kuria socio-economic system at the eve of colonial mle and could not be easily done 
away with. Bridewealth transfer was and still is essential for the vaUdity of a Kuria 
marriage and determines the status of children. It is taken very seriously by the Kuria 
because it is central to their social organization. The Kuria system of upward mobihty 
which necessarily involved the circulation of women and cattie between agnatic rela
tives depended on the system of bridewealth. Although the Kuria people are not 
endogamous, an examination of their pattem of spouse selection mdicates that many 
couples marry from neighbouring villages. For example, available figures for 1955 
show that out of 100 marriages registered at the Nyamwigura Chiefs Court, 99 mar
riages were contracted between spouses residing in the same chiefdom and most 
probably belonging to the same sub—tribe. Moreover, 50% of these marriages were 
contracted between close neighbours and distant relatives. This pattem of spouse 
selection indicates that marriage in such a group was one among a number of close 
relationships which existed within the group. TraditionaUy, each viUage or cluster of 
viUages performed a number of activities in common. Apart from the fact that the 
majority of the inhabitants in the village would have a common ancestor - possibly 
a founder of the viUage - the economic, poUtical and religious life of such a group 
was integrated. For example, agriculture was performed with the help of viUage 
workteams which in tum, cultivated, weeded and harvested each other's produce. 
Cattle herding was also done jointly by viUage members. The Kiuia have yet another 
form of organization which cuts across family, lineage and clan boundaries, i.e. the 
circumcision sets.^ These groups were also used as a membership criterion for a 
number of co-operative economic activities and were in their own right a semi-au
tonomous social field. Such groups were nonetheless part of the lineage neighbour
hood complex.Defence duties were performed jointly and through a respected 
Council of elders. 

The Kuria neighbourhood lineage complex was thus able to generate its own 
internal mles and had the means to induce compUance. Ruel reports a mle which was 
laid down in Renchoka area "that if cattle were stolen at night people of the neigh-
ourhood must all turn up to help track the thieves; otherwise questions would be 
a sked" .These questions which members of a neighbourhood—hneage complex 
might ask are important to a member who depends on his fellow members for assist
ance when his own cattle are raided; when his child is sick; when he needs assistance 
to erect a hut ox to bury his dead. With such interdependence, the seini-autonomous 
social field is capable of exerting considerable pressure on its members to act in a par
ticular way. Hence, as noted by Moore conceming a similar social field among the 
Chagga of Kilimanjaro, "no man can hope to keep his head above water if he does 
not have the approval of his neighbours and kinsmen". She argues that "unless the 
Uneage and neighbourhood support him through illness, through financial crises, 
through disputes, he is in deep trouble".^ The Kuria people say that: 



if one needs a character reference one should go to the people of that man's neighbour
hood: it is they who will remember, for example, the rather suspect incident of the chick
ens or cattle of two years ago; who will be watching fanning manoeuvres that seem 
intended to extend the man's land-holding; who will know generally his attitude to 
others, or co-operates with them. 

A further example which sheds light on the capacity of the Kuria semi-au
tonomous social field to generate rules internally and to induce compliance to them 
concems the Kuria procedure for the settlement of disputes. A typical dispute in 
Kuria society could arise out of a debt, issire. A debt owed may be in the form of cat
tle held by someone who is refusing to hand them over. It may be a resuh of unpaid 
compensation or an outstanding amount over a past bridewealth transaction. 

The aggrieved party starts the first stage of dispute by initiating a meeting 
between himself and the debtor whereby all the essentials of the claim are communi
cated to the other side and some time is given to enable the debtor to respond. When 
the claimant is convinced that the debtor is determined not to pay or is unlikely to dis
charge the obligation, he sets in motion the second stage of the dispute. This stage 
begins by the claimant talking to the neighbours and relatives about the debt and try
ing to seek their support. The claimant uses every opportunity available to him at 
public gatherings, private meetings, work-team gatherings, weddings etc., to 
inform people that so and so owes him something and that he is refusing to pay up. 
Through this incessant talking, his claims become pubUc and in due_course indirect 
pressure is applied on the debtor to settle. As noted by Ruel, once the details of the 
dispute were well known to the neighbours and relatives, the debtor felt the obUga-
tion to defend his name.''" Thus, except in very serious cases such as homicide or cat
tle thefts within the group (where ritual cursing, ostracism or even death was invoked 
as punishment), ordinary debts were enforced through informal pressure. 

, It is in this social context of the hneage-neighbourhood complex that the colo
nial state introduced its bridewealth Umitation mles. The negative response to these 
regulations was to a large extent influenced by the central place occupied by 
bridewealth in Kuria social life, together with the fact that members of this social 
field were prepared to co-operate with one another to render the mles ineffective. 
The tactics of resistance deployed drew from existing social ties. This also suggests 
the existence of a high degree of co-operation between the members of the group. 

There is also another factor which must be discussed. This concei.is tl.e question 
why bridewealth went up to a very high level during the colonial mle and has con
tinued to rise ever since. The reasons appear to be economic in nature. It has been 
noted that during the rinderpest outbreak Kuria herds were decimated. Given the 
central importance of bridewealth it is not surprising that the depletion of cattle dur
ing that time only affected the quantity but did not affect the legal importanc of such 
payments as a pre-condition for a valid marriage. Hence, when the cattle popula
tion increased (and because Kuria men were not prepared to sell their livestock, but 
were instead busy trying to acquire more) the social exchange value of cattle went 
down and marriage payments wet up. His point has been stressed by Ruel who 
argued: 

Since cattle are needed for marriage and are an index ot wealth the desire for them is 

I limitless; and where changing conditions make increased herds possible, the increase in 

numbers - the greater 'economic surplus' - is taken up in the same way. As herds 
increase, the social value of cattie (their value in social exchange) decreases and 
bridewealth goes up. No outlet has been given to cattie as wealth: the economy remains 
the same. 

It is interesting to note that while the colonial administration worked tirelessly to 
lunit the bridewealth rates, it scarcely reaUzed that colonial state intervention had set 
in motion a number of economic and social forces which not only enabled the Kuria 
to increase their livestock but also transformed marriage payment from a 
pre-capitaUst economic exchange into an item of individual consumption. This had 
the effect of pushing up bridewealth rates whUe at the same time undermining its 
pre - capitaUst content, i. e. its traditonal social value. 

Thus, whereas the specific colonial law Umiting the amount of marriage pay
ment was clearly ineffective in altering Kuria practices, the broader aspects of colo
nial law which facilitated the integration of the Kuria pre-capitaUst social formation 
into a wider economic system substantially transformed Kuria bridewealth. This 
transformation was part of a general transformation which affected the traditional 
economy and social relations generally. 

This explanation, therefore, goes beyond that of Ruel in accounting for the rise 
of marriage payment in the later period colonial rule. This is mainly because Uves
tock economy of the later period cannot be described as 'closed'. Although it is tme 
that, in general terms, contemporary Kuria elders stiU consider cattle as a basic 
object of bridewealth, they are nonetheless not unaware of the wider economic value 
of cattle. The author's research among the Kuria people shows that one of the more 
recent causes of high bridewealth is the dismption in the junior—senior relations. For 
example, cattle, over which elders exercized monopoly control became commer-
ciaUzed and were released into the open market. Young men who had served in the 
colonial armed forces, worked in the. mines or were otherwise generating an income 
from the non-traditional economic sector, purchased cattle and hence were able to 
reduce their dependence on the seniors. These juniors who now aspired to become 
a category of 'new elders' were a product of new economic opportunities. The par
ticipation of juniors in a non-traditional economy had a number of impUcations for > 
junior-senior relations. It deprived the seniors of control over the labour power of 
the juniors and hence their economic surplus. There was also a movement away from 
communal ordering towards individuaUzed forms of economic social Ufe. The kin
ship system which had provided a framework for production and economic exchange 
underwent considerable change. As a result, the mutual economic advantages which 
this form of social organization provided were progressively reduced. 

AU these changes forced some elders to seek to maximize whatever Umited 
economic opportunities were available to them. Since seniors could not count on 
their prospective sons-in-law to continue to provide them economic support after 
marriage as was the practise in traditional times, they endeavoured to extract from 
them as much initial bridewealth as was possible before marriage. As Murray has 
noted conceming the Basuto; 

large bohali (.i.e. bridewealth) transfer in Lesotho redistributes upwards, from the 
junior (active migrant) generation, to the senior (retired) generation, a proportion ot 
the means of subsistence derived from the eamings in South Africa. Being enforceable 



in court, they are a more effective way of ensuring maintenance of the elderly than kin
ship morality per se. 

Murray's remarks are true not only in situations where traditional bonds of economic 
reciprocity are dissolving but also where the economic condition of the elders is get
ting precarious due to economic change. As correctly noted by Kitching, most male 
household heads faced with static or declming incomes as a resuU of land shortage 
and rising prices find their daughter's marriage cattle to be a valuable source of 
income. Granted that these changes are still taking place, it is very unhkely that 
bridewealth will fall in the near future. 

Conclusion 
This paper has examined a subject of which students of colonial legal history are 

only too fanuhar, i.e. indigenous resistance to colonial state law. The specific case of 
the Kuria resistance has shown how the rules prescibing the maximum bridewealth 
payable were either largely ignored or actively opposed. This paper has argued that 
the Kuria resisted because bridewealth was central to their social and economic 
organization. Other factors connected with the rise in the cattle population and the 
transformation of Kuria economy have been given as accounting for the rise in mar
riage payments. Moore's concept of the semi-autonomous social field has been used 
to explain this resistance. In the post independence period, the Imeage-neighbour
hood complex has not lost its efficacy. Indeed, in times of social and economic insec
urity, certain spheres of this social field get more emphasis than others. Thus, the 
emphasis now is placed more on neighbourhood 'belonging' than on Uneage mem
bership even though the two are markedly inseparable. This social field continues to 
generate its rules intemaUy and to demand compUance from its members. High 
bridewealth is also partially enforced within this social field. 

The semi - autonomous social field of the Kuria is an enduring feature of Kuria 
Ufe and contmues to make demands on its members. Its location in the larger poUty 
and the specific social field of law has and wiU continue to give rise to what Fitzpatrick 
has characterized as "combined types of law".^^ This new form of law is not yet fiiUy 
captured by researchers nor is it clearly comprehended. Its real nature has been a 
subject of continuing debate and may continue to be so in the conung years. 
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The Teachmg and Research of Political Economy m Africa 
with Specific Reference to East Africa* 

H. Campbell** 

Introduction 
Despite its relative poverty Tanzanian society for more than fifteen years was 

the central point of intense intellectual debate on the poUtical economy of Africa. 
More progressive scholars have visited, studied and arisen in Tanzania then in most 
other African states. Judging from the pubUshed bibUographical works on poUtical 
economy, the conditions within the society and at the University seem to have 
encotu-aged research on the pohty, problems of transformation, class stmggle and 
development poUcies. The Dar es Salaam School of history emerged as one variant, 
of 'nationaUst' ideas in the era of decolonization, but with the added impetus of a 
society which aspired towards a different path than the route aptly described by 
Kwame Nkiuiimah as Neo—colonialism. In this aspiration the Dar es Salaam school 
sought to contribute to the store of human knowledge. 

The present debates and intellectual activities within the university and the 
wider society afford an opportunity to reflect on the teachng and leaming processes 
with respect to the scientific method of pohtical economy. These days, the material 
poverty of the society is increasingly reflected in the production of knowledge. Thus, 
the teaching and research of any subject has to be examined against the background 
of the economic depression of capitaUsm. Questions must arise on how the teaching 
of poUtical economy can be grounded in the concrete analyses or concrete processes 
in African society. Classical poUtical economy which arose in the rosy era of competi
tive capitaUsm was retailored in the ideas of 'modernisation' and 'progress', and 
these ideas have foundered on the rocks of hunger, famine, repression and 
miUtarism. ^n this situation teachers and researchers are either forced to faU back on 
ideaUsm to seek the help of 'AUah' of 'Jesus', depending on reUgious inclination, or 
to sharpen the tools of research in the interest of those classes in Africa who are dis
regarded and exploited. 

in a situation of tottering state instimtions where knowledge and creative 
inquiry is increasingly viewed with suspicion, it would not be too hasty to say that the 
whole process of political retrogression has affected the production of knowledge. 
And yet it is in the depth of this crisis that a clear methodology must emerge of how 
to develop the tools necessary for the process of transformation out of underdevelop
ment. 

This paper seeks to analyse the teaching and research of PoUtical Economy in 
East Africa within the context of the present world capitaUst crisis. It wiU not analyze 

•Revised version of a paper presented at the OSSREA Workshop on the Discipline of 
PoUtiiial Science and PubUc Administration 15tij - 17th April, 1985, Nairobi. 

••Department of Political Science and Public Administration, University of Dar 
es Salaam. 
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